
Mermaid Tail Finishing 
The mermaid’s tail extends off the edge of the quilt.  Here’s how to finish the back so it lays flat. 
 

1.) After quilting and binding, ay your quilt face down on a 
work surface.  Pull the bottom edge up and out of your way, 
revealing the unattached back of the tail (see right.)  

2.) Working from the tail back, and referring to your pattern, 
mark the “attachment line” on the tail with removable fabric 
marker. 

3.) clip the seam allowance at both ends of the “attachment 
line” as shown. Iron the seam allowance fold somewhat open 
below your clips.  (You still want to see the crease.)  

4.) Slip a X” x X” piece of backing fabric under the tail as 
shown, right sides together. 

5.) Starting at your first clip, machine stitch in your crease 
down and around the tail and up to your second clip. 

6.) Trim the backing fabric flush with your seam allowance . 

7.) Turn the tail right side out and flip the quilt to the front. 

8.) Use your pattern to trace and cut out the batting piece to 
go inside.  

9.) Working from the front, measure the batting piece  
against your tail and mark a line where the binding starts. 
Trim along  your line so it batting be flush with the binding 
edge when inserted. 

10.) Insert the batting piece in the tail tip.  

11.) Working from the front, appliqué stitch down one side of  
the tail and over the binding tucking the fin backing  
edges under as you work.   
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Lastly: Working from the back attach the binding edge 
to the back of the tail with more appliqué stitches. 

Stitch up the other side of the tail on the front to finish 
hiding your knot. 

Remember to complete any quilting you left undone to 
facilitate working with the tail.  
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